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INTRODUCTION 
We consider integral equations closely related to the abstract nonlinear 
Cauchy problem 
u’ = A(t)u +f(t, u); u(to) = 24”. 
Assumptions on f are different from those of [4, 51 except for a particular 
case that we mention as an example. We give qualitative properties (unique- 
ness, boundedness, asymptotic behavior, continuation) of some solutions and 
obtain an explicit estimate of their norm too. 
1. ASSUMPTIONS 
Let X be a Banach space with norm /I .I1 andL(X, X) the set of all bounded 
linear operators on X to X. Let J denote the real interval [to , co) and B be 
the open ball 
B = {x E X; j/ x jj < k}, h > 0. 
The integral equation 
u. E B, is considered together with the following assumptions: 
(a.1) For every (t, S) such that to ,( s ,< t, one has U(t, S) EL(X, X). 
(a.2) For to ,( s ,( t, U: (t, S) -+ lJ(t, S) is continuous in the strong 
topology of operators. 
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(a.3) U(to , to) = 1, h w ere I is the identity operator. 
(a.4) f: (t, U) +f(t, U) is continuous on J x B to X. 
(b) On J x B, f satisfies the inequality 
/I f(t, u)ij < p(t) I( u llnE with m > 1 and p: J + Rf continuous on J. 
(c) There exist a continuous function 9: J --+ R+, and two constants 
K, M such that, for every t E J, the following inequalities hold: 
0 < v(t) < M; (2) 
for every a E X such that jj a (1 = 1 and for every g: J -+ X, continuous on J, 
satisfying /j g(s)// < p(s) whenever s E J. Moreover, in (3), it is supposed that 
K [;; 
form = 1, 
form > 1. 
In what follows, u will be said a solution of (I) on [i!,, tl[ if it is a continuous 
mapping on [t, , tr[ to B which satisfies (1) on [t, , tr[. We shall use the 
notation (u, [t ,, , tr[) to denote the solution u together with its interval of 
definition [t, , t,[. 
2. A UNIQUENESS PROPERTY 
THEOREM 2.1. Let assumptions a, b be satisfied and u,, = 0. Then, the 
null solution is the only solution of (1). 
Proof. Let (u, [t, , tJ), t, < t, < co, be a solution of (1) where u0 = 0. 
By assumption a.2 and a corollary of the Banach-Steinhaus Theorem, 
11 U(t, s)i\ is bounded on t, < s < t < T, for every T E [to , tl[. 
Let [to , T] C [to , tJ and 
M(T) = SUP II u(t, s>ll s 
t,?xt<r 
Then, for every t E [to, T], 
!I u(t)11 < M(T) St ~(4 II 4s>llm A. 
to 
Since m > 1, Corollary 4.8 [3, p. 1291 may be applied and yields u(t) = 0 
for every t E [to , T]. 
Moreover, T is arbitrary in [t o, t,[; hence, u(t) = 0 for every t E [t, , tl[. 
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The following theorem and corollaries give explicit estimates of nonnull 
solutions of (1) when u,, belongs to some open neighborhood of 0 in X. 
THEOREM 3.1. Let B, denote the open ball {u,, E X: Ij u,, j] < h,], with 
h = min[Km(*-m)-‘, h(KM)-l], 
I 
for m > 1; 
1 hM-l, fOY nz = 1. (4) 
Suppose assumptions a, b, c, are satis$ed and uO E B, . Then, any nonnull 
solution (u, [t, , tl[), t, < t, < co, of (1) satisfies the following inequality 
for every t E [to, t,[: 
II u(t)11 < G(t) II uo II- (5) 
Moreover, lim sup (1 u(t)(j < h, as t + t, . 
Proof. Let us first notice that B, C B: indeed, when t = to, (2) and (3) 
yield 
1 = II U(to , &>a II < G&) < &v. (6) 
Let (u, [to , tl[), to < t, ,< CO, be a nonnull solution of (1) with u, E B, . 
From (6), it is easily seen that (5) is satisfied for t = to. By continuity, 
there exists T, to < T < t, , such that, for every t E [to, T[, 
II w < &J(t) II uo II* (7) 
Let us suppose that T < t, and that 
II u(T)11 = &J(T) II uo IL (8) 
By assumption b, one has, for every t E [to , T], 
II f(4 u(t))ll G p(t) -cpw II uo IP. (9) 
Besides, it is easily verified that, for every t E [to, tJ, 
II u(t)ii G II u. II I( uh to) a + Jt: q~(s) u(f, s)g(s) ds /i T W-7 
where 
and 
a = II %J I/-l uo > 
g(s) = [II uo II P,“w-‘f @I w* 
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Inequality (9) and condition (4) ensure that )( g(s)\] <p(s), for s E [to, T]. 
Thus, by hypothesis c, it follows from (10) that, for every t E [to, T], 
Ii WI < G(t) II UO II- (11) 
This last inequality contradicts (8) when t = T. Consequently, (11) must 
hold for every t E [to, tl[. 
BY (2) and (4), t i is then immediate that lim sup (( u(t)11 < h, as t + tl . 
COROLLARY 3.2. Let assumptions a, b be satisjied together with the following 
one: 
(c’) There exist a continuous function $: I--+ 08, and two constants 
L,c,L>O,c>Oform>1,O<c<1form=1,suchthat,foreveryt~], 
(c’.l) II WY to)11 G VW, 
(c’.2) 0 < yqt) <L, 
(c’.3) ( II W, s)ll~(s) PW ds < clCl(t>- 
Then, there exists an open ball B,’ of X centered at 0, such that, for u. E B1’, 
any nonnull solution (u, [to , tI[) of (1) satisjies, for every t E [to , tI[, an inequality 
of the form 
where C is a constant. 
II u(t)ll < G4t) II uo IL (12) 
Proof. For m > 1, the proof is straightforward. For m = 1, it must be 
noticed that ‘p, defined by cp(t) = (1 - c)-l #(t), satisfies assumption c. 
Remark 3.3. It may be useful for some applications to know the radius 
h,’ of B,’ and the value of C in (12). For m > 1, it suffices to put K = 1 + c 
and M = L in the first relation (4) and in (5). For m = 1, one has h,’ = 
h(1 - c)L-l and C = (1 - c)-r. In the next corollaries, h,’ and C will be 
given at the end of each proof. 
COROLLARY 3.4. Let assumptions a, b be satisfied together with the following 
one. 
(c”) There exist two strictly positive continuous functions q+ , y2 on ] 
toIWandtwoconstantsaandL,L>O,a>Oform>l,O<a<lfor 
m = 1, such that 
(c”.l) II qt, s)ll < q%(t) 9J&),foy to < s < 4 
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(Y.2) q+(t) ,< N for ewery t E J, 
(c”.3) 1,” ~(4 ~4s) pll’W ds < a. 
Then, conclusions of Corollary 3.2 are still valid with #(t) = VI(t) q&t,,). 
Corollary 3.4 is easily deduced from Corollary 3.2. Besides, it can be 
noticed that, in this case, h,’ and C are given by relations of Remark 3.3, 
where c = aq$“(tJ and L = Nvz(t,). 
When m = 1, assumption cl.3 may be replaced by a weaker one, as it is 
shown in the next corollary. 
COROLLARY 3.5. Let assumptions a, b be satisjied with m = 1. Suppose, 
moreover, that there exist two strictly positive continuous functions vl, q+ 
satisfying hypothesis c”.l of Corollary 3.4 and a constant A, A > 0, such that, 
for every t E J, 
W v&> exp ( jt: P(s) ds) P)&> ds) < A. 
Then, there exists an open ball B,’ of X, centered at 0, such that, for u,, E B1’, 
any nonnull solution (21, [t, , tl[) of (1) satisjies 
II u(t)ll < C II a0 II &> exp (jtlp(4 ~4s) P)&) ds) (13) 
on [to ,hi. 
Proof. Assumption c of 1. will certainly be verified if there exists 91, 
continuous, uniformly bounded and strictly positive on J, satisfying 
&> (P&o) +jt; %(S) P(S) 4s) ds) < Y(t). 
This latter integral inequality is of Gronwall’s type and usual techniques 
show that it implies 
v(t) > dt) v4t0) exp ( jt: v-44 ~~(4 ~(4 ds) - 
It suffices then to take 
with B constant, 0 > 1, to obtain (13). 
Let us notice that, in this case, the radius of B,’ is h,’ = h(eA,,(t,))-l 
and C = bp,(t,) in (13). 
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4 
From Theorem 3.1 and its corollaries, we next deduce qualitative properties 
of solutions of (1) when u,, belongs to some neighborhood of 0 in X. Some 
properties are given when h = + co : the meaning of open balls B, B, , B,’ 
in that case is sufficiently clear so that no additional notations are needed. 
Moreover, it is easily verified that conclusions of Theorem 3.1 and of its 
corollaries still hold for h = $00. When m = 1 and h = +CD, it must be 
noticed too that these conclusions are valid without any restriction upon u,, . 
PROPOSITION 4.1. Let assumptions of Theorem 3.1 (or of its corollaries 
with u0 E B,‘) be satisfied and h < 00. Then, 
(i) (Boundedness property) Every solution (u, [to , tJ), t, < t, < +co, 
of (1) is uniformly bounded on [t o , t,[; when h < +w, the closure of u([t, , tl[) 
is contained in B. 
(ii) (Asymptotic behavior, exponential decay at infinity) Every solution 
(u, [to, co)) of (1) satisfies u(t) = O(v(t)) as t -+ +oo. In particular, it is 
exponentially decreasing at inf;nity when T(t) is. 
(iii) (Continuity-in some sense-of solutions, with respect to u,, , at 
uo = 0) for every E > 0, there exists 7 > 0, such that whenever 11 u,, 11 < 7, 
any solution (u, [to , tJ), t, < t, < 00, of (1) satis$es 
(iv) (Existence of the limit value of solutions at the end of their $nite 
open interval of definition) for every solution (u, [to , tl[), t, < +a, lim u(t) 
exists as t ---f t, . 
Proof. Property (iv) is the only one which is not a straightforward con- 
sequence of Theorem 3.1 or of its corollaries. In fact, it can be proved by 
the following classical argument. 
Let t, to < t < t, , and 7j -+ t, be an arbitrary increasing sequence such 
that t < T* < t, for every j. As in the proof of Theorem 2.1, one has, for 
every T E J, 
M(T) = sup I/ U(t, s)ll < 00. 
t~sssta 
Hence, whenever i < i, 
II 4’t) - U(Tdll G ll[U(Ti 3 to> - U(Tj > ~dl uo II 
+ il II[u(Tt 3 s> - u(Tj P s)] f (s, U(s))II ds 
+ 2Wh) jtT’ P(S) !I u(s)llm ds + Wt,) jTi p(s) II u(s)I\” ds. 
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Assumption a.2 and the above boundedness property (4(i)) yield 
But t may be taken arbitrarily near t, ; consequently, lim /j zl(ri) - u(ri)ll = 0 
as i -+ co, and lim u(t) exists as t -+ t, , since X is a complete space. 
5. APPLICATIONS AND EXAMPLES 
5.1. It is well known that Eq. (1) arises, in particular, in the Cauchy 
problem 
(C.P.) U’ = A(t) U +f(t, u), u(ta) = Ua , 
where A(t) is, for each t E J, a closed linear operator densely defined in X 
and satisfying additional properties as a function oft (e.g., [l-3, j-81). In those 
cases, solutions of (1) are often referred to as mild solutions of (C.P.). Besides, 
U(t, s) has, in most results, more properties than those contained in assump- 
tion a; particularly, for t, < Y < s < t, one always has 
U(t, Y) = u(t, s) U(s, r); U(s, s) = 1. (14) 
In this context, the following continuation property can easily be deduced 
from Theorem 3.1 and Proposition 4: 
PROPOSITION 5.1. Let assumptions of Theorem 3.1 (or of its corollaries 
with uO E B,‘) be satisjed and h < to. Suppose moreover that U satisjies 
property (14) and that, a local solution of (1) exists whenever the couple (to , u,,) 
is replaced in (1) by any couple (t,,‘, q,‘) E J x B. Then, mild solutions of 
(C.P.) can be continued on J. Besides, they satisfy properties of Proposition 
4 on J. 
5.2. In the case of Cauchy problem (C.P.), corollaries 3.2, 3.4 and 3.5 
have a specific meaning: functions #, q.+ and pz characterize the behavior of the 
linearized problem solutions; so, the mentioned corollaries appear as sufficient 
conditions in order that properties of mild solutions of (C.P.) may be 
deduced by linearization. 
We illustrate this fact by the following example. 
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PROPOSITION 5.2. Suppose that, for t, < s < t, one has 
II Yt, s>ll d exp (JTt r(y) dy) , (15) 
where Y EL:,, on J. (Such an estimate arises, for instance, in [5]). 
(i) Let m > 1 and assumptions a, b be satisjied, h < 00. Then, there 
exists an open ball B,’ in X, centered at 0, such that, for any mild solution 
(u, [to , 00)) of (C.P.) with ua E B1’, the following hypotheses 
I 
t 
(d.1) lim sup r(y) dy < 00 as t+oO, 
to 
(d.2) It, ~(4 exp [Cm - 1) ft: r(y) dy] ds < Q 
imply 
II WI < C II u. II exp (It1 r(y) dr) (16) 
on J. 
(ii) Let m = 1, assumptions a, b be satis$ed, h = +a~, and (u, [to , 00)) 
be any mild solution of (C.P.). Then, the following hypothesis 




II WI < C II u. II exp (DEW) + T(4) ds. (17) 
Proof. (i) and ( ) ii are respectively deduced from Corollaries 3.4 and 3.5 
where ‘pr , ‘ps are defined by 
cpl(t) = exp ((+I ds) , v&) = b&Y. 
The radius of B,’ in case (i) and the constant C could also be calculated. 
In the above example, qualitative properties of mild solutions of (C.P.) 
could also be easily derived from (16) and (17) according to additional 
properties of Y. In particular, Corollary 10.1 of [5], where it is put B(Z) = z, 
can be deduced from (17). 
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